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Leicester’s Climate Change Programme of Action 
seeks to provide the implementation framework 
for moving Leicester to a low carbon economy. 
This is a significant challenge that will require 
behavioural shifts from individuals, private and 
public sector organisations working in partnership to 
make the necessary carbon reductions from homes, 
transport and businesses. At the same time there are 
opportunities for new green sector businesses to grow 
in Leicester that exploit Leicester’s particular skills, 
academic excellence and geographic location.

Leicester has signed the European Covenant of 
Mayors1 and is Vice Chair of the European Energy 
Cities Association. The City Council are fully aware 
of the major impacts that Climate Change is creating 
around the world today and of our responsibility to 
act to safeguard our world for future generations. This 
reflects a long commitment to environmental issues 
dating back over 20 years with strong partnerships 
between organisations forging the way for Leicester 
to be the UK’s first Environment City in 1990. 

Leicester’s work has continued to be recognised by 
several awards2  over the years, ranking second out 
of 20 UK cities in the most recent Sustainable Cities 
Index3 of 2010.

The Climate Change Programme will address 
fuel poverty and energy security for homes and 
businesses. As energy costs continue to rise4 the  
number of households at risk of slipping in to fuel 
poverty will continue to rise. Leicester’s council 
housing is the most energy efficient in the country5, 
but finding ways to support all of our residents to 
improve insulation and tackling energy efficiency, 
will be key to success.

Increasingly, as UK supplies of fossil fuels dwindle 
we are reliant on importing fuels6, often from volatile 
regions of the world. It is important that the city ensures 
security of supply, through local scale generation of 
power where possible, with an aspiration to become 
self-reliant in energy requirements.  

As weather patterns become more extreme as a 
result of climate change we need to help communities 
adapt and become more resilient to the predicted 
increase in floods, drought and heat. This process 
has started, and the Climate Change Programme 
captures this work within the scope of the plan.

Introduction

1 The European Covenant of Mayors is a European movement involving local and regional authorities, voluntarily committing to increasing energy efficiency and use of renewable energy sources in their area.  
http://www.eumayors.eu/index_en.html. http://www.energy-cities.eu

2 European Sustainable Cities Award 1996, Represented at Earth Summit  1992 and 2002, Leicester City Council achieved Quality Environment Beacon Status 2002 and has been an EMAS registered authority for 13 years.

3 http://www.forumforthefuture.org/project/sustainable-cities-index/more/2010-index

4 Between 2009 and 2010, fuel poverty in England fell by around 0.5 million households. http://www.decc.gov.uk/assets/decc/11/stats/fuel-poverty/5270-annual-report-fuel-poverty-stats-2012.pdf

5 By comparing the average SAP (Standard Assessment Procedure) rating reported in the Business Plan Statistical Appendices as reported by all local authorities, it can be demonstrated that Leicester City Council had the most energy 
efficient stock of all English Unitary Authorities in the 2008/09 financial year. Comparison of SAP data with other local authorities has become increasingly difficult since that time due to the introduction of the newer SAP rating 
methodologies. Leicester City currently still scores highest when compared with other local authorities using a similar methodology.

6 The UK is a net importer of energy with a dependency level of 28% http://www.decc.gov.uk/assets/decc/11/stats/publications/dukes/2329-statistical-press-release.pdf
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Partnership and 
Management
The Programme and Technical Appendix are being 
developed in collaboration with many partners in 
the city. Only by working together are we able to 
start to tackle such a massive agenda as Climate 
Change.  This first programme is the start of a 
process of working together and to find new ways 
of delivering carbon reduction and adaptation. 
All organisations and individuals in the city are 
encouraged to participate and become a signatory 
to the programme and this is explained more fully 
at the end of the document together with a list of 
partners who have already pledged their support. 

The programme is the responsibility of the City 
Partnership. The programme will be refreshed with 
actions updated annually. Key dates for reviewing 
progress have been set for 2015, 2020 and 2025. 

This technical appendix contains the key milestones 
and actions to achieve them, for the first period up 
to 2015. It will be managed as part of Leicester 
City Council’s environmental management system 
“EMAS”. The document should be read in conjunction 
with “Climate Change – Leicester’s Programme of 
Action” which lists areas of activity within the first 
12 months.

   

Any data provided by partners on their individual 
actions will be treated as confidential and will not 
be used for the purpose of monitoring the city’s 
overall progress towards our target.

“This document is the next step in the partnership 
to deliver a low carbon city. A partnership 
involving the key stakeholders in Leicester, who 
are all working towards the ambitious aim of a 
low carbon city. A city that has its own power 
station providing both electricity and heat to 
homes and businesses; a city creating new jobs 
in energy efficiency and renewable energy; a 
city with energy efficient homes and businesses 

with affordable heat, light and power; a city 
maximising its local food potential, minimising its 
waste and a city that is addressing a low carbon 
transport system.

This is an exciting time for Leicester, with many 
recent projects now implemented; the first part of 
the city wide combined heat and power scheme, 
new schools built to high energy standards, solid 
wall insulation installed on homes and solar 
electric (photovoltaic) energy systems on homes 
are just a few examples. The challenge now is to 
deliver more of these across the city and make 
Leicester a low carbon city, a reality.”

Professor Paul Fleming 
Chair of Environmental Experts 
Group of the City Partnership 
and Director of Sustainable 
Development at De Montfort 
University
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The National Context
The 2008 Climate Change Act7 set legally binding 
targets for carbon dioxide emissions of 34% by 2020 
and 80% by 2050 compared with 1990 levels. 
These targets are also underpinned by overall “20-
20-20” EU targets8 which are designed to achieve 
20% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, 20% 
energy consumption from renewables and 20% 
reduction in energy demand. 

The government’s 2009 Low Carbon Transition 
Plan9 provided the first framework for action and 
in this local authorities were seen as the vanguard 
for local action, not only providing services but also 
co-ordinating and driving the development of a low 
carbon economy in their area. The Carbon Plan10 
was published by the Department for Energy and 
Climate Change in 2011 and supports the Low 
Carbon Transition Plan, setting out, all government 
departments carbon reduction actions and deadlines 
for the next 5 years.

A strong national programme of action is absolutely 
vital to Leicester’s ability to achieve its own carbon 
reduction target. By 2025 Government’s plans 
to decarbonise the national grid could deliver 
approximately half of the savings in carbon dioxide 
needed to meet the Leicester target11. This includes 
Government plans for wind generation, both on and 
off shore, nuclear and carbon capture and storage. 
European standards for vehicle emissions and 
national standards for building construction are other 
examples of strong action and leadership needed 
beyond the sphere of influence of city areas. 

Yet cities have an important role to play, not only 
because this is where the majority of the population 
live12, but through direct responsibility for aspects such 
as land use, transport planning and waste collection, 
offering concentrated solutions to mass transit and 
energy efficiency and the ability to  have a catalytic 
effect on organisations and local communities.

7 Climate Change Act http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/legislation/cc_act_08/cc_act_08.aspx

8 EU 20% Targets http://ec.europa.eu/energy/renewables/index_en.htm

9 Low Carbon Transition Plan http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/tackling/carbon_plan/lctp/lctp.aspx

10 The Carbon Plan 2011 http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/tackling/carbon_plan/carbon_plan.aspx

11 Low Carbon Transition Plan Analytical Annex http://www.decc.gov.uk/assets/decc/White%20Papers/UK%20Low%20Carbon%20Transition%20Plan%20WP09/1_20090727143501_e_@@_uklctpanalysis.PDF

12 “Hotting Up? An Analysis of Low Carbon Plans and Strategies for UK Cities.” T Dixon. 2011  A report for the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors  http://www.rics.org/site/scripts/download_info.aspx?fileID=11693

Carbon dioxide targets 
from 1990 baseline

•	34%	by	2020	 
(national target from Climate Change Act)

•	50%	by	2025		
(Leicester’s	own	target)

•	80%	by	2050	 
(national target from Climate Change Act)
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Targets and Progress so far:

Leicester’s target is to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide in the city 
by 50% from the 1990 baseline, by 2025.
Estimates show that annual emissions in Leicester 
were around 2388.3 kilotonnes of carbon dioxide 
(kt CO2) in 1990. This is the baseline figure from 
which reduction targets are measured. Therefore, 
we need to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide 
rapidly to meet the target level of 1194 kt CO2 in 
2025, which represents a 50% reduction. 

Progress towards the target will be measured by 
aggregate government data from the Department of 
Energy and Climate Change, relating to domestic, 
transport and commercial emissions across the city. 
The first year of data provided by the Government 
was for 2005. 

Carbon dioxide emissions for the city have fallen 
each year since 2005, according to this data set. In 
2009 annual emissions were recorded as 1755.8 
kt CO2, a  20 per cent per capita13 reduction from 
2005 figures which were estimated at 2103.2 kt 
C02 per annum14. 

The graph shows that the trend is encouraging, 
although it does reflect the decline in local 
manufacturing.

Figure	1a:  Leicester’s estimated CO2 emissions  
per annum

The government’s dataset divides emissions for UK 
cities into 3 broad areas:

Figure	1b:  Leicester Carbon Emissions 
Performance by Sector

13 The population was recorded as increasing from 291,400 in 2005 to 304,700 in 2009. http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/statistics/local_auth/co2_las/co2_las.aspx

14 Data supplied from the Department of Energy and Climate Change  http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/statistics/climate_stats/gg_emissions/uk_emissions.aspx
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How does Leicester 
compare with other cities 
in the UK?
Leicester has lower per capita emissions than 
the UK average.  In 2009, the UK average per 
capita emission15 was 6.4 tonnes C02 compared 
to Leicester’s 5.8. However, this is higher than the 
average for the top 20 UK cities by population size, 
which may reflect the relatively greater proportion 
of industrial and commercial emissions per head of 
population16. 

Modelling Action
In August 2011 we published a theoretical model 
of how a low carbon future might be achieved for 
Leicester by 2025. This was based on statistical 
information about Leicester and the government’s 
Low Carbon Transition Plan. Further consultations 
with local experts and a refining of the measures 
resulted in a distilled 2 page summary of key 
measures. For copies of these documents,  
please contact environment@leicester.gov.uk or 
go online at www.leicester.gov.uk/your-council-
services/ep/the-environment/greener-leicester/.

The key measures identified by the model have been 
used as a starting point for this programme and 
have provided a structure for this document.

15 Data supplied from the Department of Energy and Climate Change  http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/statistics/climate_stats/gg_emissions/uk_emissions.aspx

16 “Hotting Up? An Analysis of Low Carbon Plans and Strategies for UK Cities.” T Dixon. 2011  A report for the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors  http://www.rics.org/site/scripts/download_info.aspx?fileID=11693

Bioblitz 2012 at Evington Park
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Leicester has the potential to develop more local 
energy generation which could reduce carbon 
emissions and provide more affordable and 
sustainable heating and electricity. This would 
help Leicester become more resilient to fluctuating 
international fuel prices.

As a dense urban area, Leicester is particularly 
suited to generating electricity and using the waste 
heat from this process, to heat buildings. This is 
known as combined heat and power (CHP) and we 
are already moving forward in this area with the 
extension of the district heating network, which uses 
CHP technology. By 2025 we anticipate this to be 
one of the largest single measures contributing to 
the cut in carbon dioxide needed. To deliver the full 
potential of this measure, the city will need to plan 
for and deliver as many suitable site connections  to 
the existing district energy network as possible.

We also need to understand and plan to capture 
wider renewable technologies such as biomass, 
wind and solar energy as a city and to pursue this 
through a range of business models to facilitate 
investment and innovation.

What we are doing 
already…
In 2011, Cofely was appointed to deliver the 
Leicester District Energy Scheme. This is a significant 
CHP scheme that proposes to reduce carbon 
emissions in the city by 12,000 tonnes per annum 
by 2014 with a stretch target of 50,000 tonnes per 
annum by 2020. 50,000 tonnes represents around 
6% of the Council’s 2025 carbon reduction target 
for the whole City. The scheme will span 6 of the 
City estates – where the current boiler houses will 
be upgraded - as well as connecting the University 
of Leicester, a number of civic buildings, schools, 
libraries and community centres.

Biffa generates 1.5 megawatts of electricity from 
the organic fraction of household waste in the 
anaerobic digesters at Wanlip and sends about 
40,000 tonnes of waste with high calorific value 
(paper/cardboard/ plastic,) for use in combined 
heat and power.

Leicester City Council planning policy17 requires that 
wherever feasible, new developments should include 
decentralised energy production or connection to an 
existing Combined Heat and Power or Community 
Heating System.

For example, the application of planning policy to 
the programme to rebuild and improve secondary 
school buildings will result in renewable energy 
installations across the secondary school estate. The 
first 4 schools in this programme have the capacity 
to generate a quarter of their energy requirement 
from renewables (1254.4 MWh/yr).

Local Low Carbon Energy Generation

17 Leicester City’s Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Supplementary Planning Document. http://www.leicester.gov.uk/your-council-services/ep/planning/plansandguidance/ldf/spd/energyspd/

Energy creating Anaerobic Digesters at Wanlip
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There are many other examples of individual 
buildings in Leicester that generate renewable 
energy, for example the University of 
Leicester18 has biomass boilers at the Percy 
Gee building and solar panels on the new 
library. De Montfort University has ground 
source heat pumps and solar arrays at the 
Hugh Aston building19. 

A desk-top study concluded that wind-speeds 
were unlikely to be sufficient to favour 
significant wind-energy installations in the city 
but there are examples of installations in the 
city, for example at Leicester College20. Hugh Aston Building, 

De Montfort University
Abbey Park Campus,  
Leicester College

Milestones 2015

M1 To be generating 5 megawatts of electricity from the Leicester District Energy 
Scheme

M2 To have delivered our design targets for carbon dioxide in the Building Schools 
for the Future Programme

18 University of Leicester http://www2.le.ac.uk/offices/estates/environment

19 De Montfort University http://www.dmu.ac.uk/about-dmu/sustainability/built-environment.aspx

20 Leicester College Wind Turbine http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2009/feb/05/leicester-college-new-campus-green

Percy Gee Building, 
University of Leicester
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Organisations
Given that half of the city’s emissions come from 
organisations, we must plan for significant savings 
to come from the commercial sector. We are asking 
organisations in Leicester to pledge their support to 
the plan and invite them to provide regular updates 
of their progress on actions to reduce emissions of 
carbon dioxide.

At the same time, there are opportunities for 
Leicester to use its skills and knowledge in business 
and academia to develop new sectors that take 
advantage of the move towards a low carbon 
economy and to create green jobs for the city.

What we are doing 
already… 
Many of the organisations who have pledged their 
support to the plan have their own action plans in 
place to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide. For 
example, Leicestershire’s Fire and Rescue Service 
have a carbon management plan that commits the 
organisation to a 25% reduction in carbon dioxide 
by March 2014.  In 2011, Curve formed an energy 
user group and set a key performance indicator 
to reduce gas and electricity use by 5%. Actions 
included replacing dressing room and foyer light 
bulbs with LED bulbs, more localised switches and 
promoting a culture of energy awareness within the 
building. As a result the building has already seen 
an improvement in its Display Energy Certificate 
grading from C to B.  Highcross Leicester has a 
target to reduce their energy consumption by a 
quarter.

One of the main reasons for limited implementation 
of efficiency measures is due to lack of information 
and control on energy-use.  Smart Spaces is a 
European-wide project that aims to improve energy 
management in public buildings, for example 
through better use of ICT. The project involves 50 
buildings in Leicester and is a partnership between 
De Montfort University and Leicester City Council. 
The city council uses an intelligent metering system 
to manage building energy use across their estate 
and this system is also made available to private 
companies.

LED lighting in Curve Theatre

Home loft insulation being carried out by Mark Group
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Support for small to medium sized enterprises to 
install renewable measures or improve energy 
efficiency, is available from the Leicester Energy 
Agency in the form of a grant. The most common 
measures funded are lighting, insulation and boiler 
replacement however more specific measures such 
as car conversions and waste wood machines are 
also eligible.

Voluntary Action Leicester’s refurbishment of a 
Victorian knitwear factory is a good example of a 
building that received an Environment City Building 
Award for including a number of green features 
such as rainwater recycling, a green roof and pond. 
Green materials selected included timber-frame 
windows approved by the Forestry Stewardship 
Council and natural linoleum flooring.

The Leicester and Leicestershire Economic 
Partnership (LLEP) have identified environmental 
technologies as a priority growth sector for the 
area. Mark Group are a good example of such a 
company that now employs over  1,400 employees, 
dedicated to providing a ‘whole house’ solution to 
energy-efficiency. Founded in 1974, Mark Group 
has already helped to make more than two million 
homes more energy-efficient, currently installing 
around 6,000 insulation measures every week.

Milestones 2015

M3 To have held a Low Carbon summit for Leicester’s business community
M4 To have an established Green Deal partnership delivering energy improvements 

for businesses
M5 To have used our collective influence to facilitate the SMART grid across the city

Voluntary Action Leicestershire’s water garden
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Making the heating of homes more affordable, is a 
major priority for Leicester’s Programme of Action. 
Leicester has above average numbers21 of people 
defined as being in fuel poverty and more than half 
of homes are of solid wall construction which are 
more difficult to heat and keep warm. 

According to government figures22, about a third 
of Leicester’s carbon footprint is estimated to come 
from carbon emissions from homes. 14% of the 
carbon savings needed to meet the reductions target 
could come from measures in the domestic sector. 
To deliver this level of reduction would require the 
following scale of action:

•	 Nearly	all	relevant	homes	would	have	cavity	wall	
and loft insulation, have had a boiler replaced 
and be using energy efficient appliances

•	 35%	of	solid	wall	homes	with	solid	wall	insulation	
(some 11,000 homes)

•	 30%	of	relevant	homes	with	photo-voltaic	panels	
(7,500 homes)

•	 45%	 of	 relevant	 homes	 with	 solar	 thermal	 hot	
water systems (10,500 homes)

•	 2,000	 homes	 benefitting	 from	 biomass	 boilers	
and ground source heat pumps

Reducing heat loss is the top priority with about 
half the contribution needed coming from actions to 
insulate walls and roofs.

What we are doing 
already…
It is estimated that some 60% of dwellings in Leicester 
already have adequate levels of loft insulation, 
with 7,200 homes alone insulated by Mark Group 
as part of a partnership programme with the city 
council known as “Hot Lofts” programme.

In addition, Leicester has some of the most energy 
efficient council homes in the country as measured 
by the government’s Standard Assessment Rating 
Procedure (SAP)23. This programme includes 
measures such as upgrading heating controls and 
boilers every 10 years.

Domestic

21 There were 21% of fuel poor households in Leicester in 2010 compared to the average of 16.4% http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/statistics/fuelpov_stats/regional/regional.aspx

22 Data supplied from the Department of Energy and Climate Change  http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/statistics/climate_stats/gg_emissions/uk_emissions.aspx

23 By comparing the average SAP (Standard Assessment Procedure) rating reported in the Business Plan Statistical Appendices as reported by all local authorities, it can be demonstrated that Leicester City Council had the most energy 
efficient stock of all English Unitary Authorities in the 2008/09 financial year. Comparison of SAP data with other local authorities has become increasingly difficult since that time due to the introduction of the newer SAP rating 
methodologies. Leicester City currently still scores highest when compared with other local authorities using a similar methodology.

A programme of installing Solar PVs to Leicester 
City Council houses started in 2011
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Milestones 2015

M6 To have an established and active Green Deal partnership that will be delivering 
improvements to home energy 

M7 To have homes built at Ashton Green as a minimum to the government’s 
code level 4 for carbon emissions, with some exemplar properties built to 
considerably higher standards 

Specifications have been developed for a new area 
of housing at Ashton Green24 to require homes to 
be built to the government’s code level 4 for carbon 
emissions.

However, there is much to be done to understand the 
energy consumption patterns and behaviour in our 
homes. The 4M collaborative research consortium 
among four universities has sought to improve this 
understanding through its Living in Leicester study  
which commenced in 2008. Leicester has been 
chosen to be the case study25 for the modelling of 
energy demands, internal temperatures, appliance 
ownership, dwelling and occupancy characteristics 
in domestic homes and to undertake some 500 
interviews with householders. De Montfort University 
are also leading a project known as the “Square 
Mile”26 which seeks to prepare an area of the city to 
be ready for the Government’s Green Deal energy 
efficiency scheme.

An artist’s impression of Ashton Green The “Hot Lofts” partnership programme

24 Ashton Green http://www.leicester.gov.uk/ashtongreen/

25 4M Project http://www.4mfootprint.org/

26 Square Mile Project http://www.dmu.ac.uk/about-dmu/partnerships/square-mile/square-mile-project.aspx
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Transport
Leicester’s transport emissions account for 19% of 
total carbon emissions in the city and so the transport 
sector has an important role to play in contributing 
to carbon reduction. However reductions are 
required during a time of substantial urban growth27 
in the greater Leicester area. There will be in the 
region of an additional 45,000 dwellings in central 
Leicestershire by 2031, increasing the number of 
journeys taken in the city.  Carbon reduction in this 
context is challenging.

From the modelling exercise that was undertaken the 
transport sector provides 10% of the total savings 
required, through measures such as increased 
efficiency	standards	in	new	vehicles.	New	cars	and	
vans are expected to become more fuel efficient as 
a result of tightening EU standards.  Other measures 
in this sector include vehicles moving to biofuels 
and behaviour change, including increased use of 
public transport as an alternative to car use. The 
electrification of transport will increasingly contribute 
to significant carbon reductions as the electricity 
grid decarbonises, especially into the 2020s and 
beyond28.

What we are doing 
already…
Leicester’s Local Transport Plan and the Leicester City 
Local Development Framework are key in promoting 
more sustainable transport by:

Supporting and encouraging modal shift towards 
more people walking, cycling and using public 
transport, which also brings health benefits through 
the adoption of active lifestyles

Keeping congestion under control and improving 
accessibility to good public transport for all, but 
particularly for deprived groups, providing efficient 
infrastructure to support and facilitate economic 
growth within the city

Requiring Travel Plans are undertaken for all large 
scale developments and promoting more voluntary 
Travel Plans for more businesses in the city as part of 
Area Wide Travel Plans  

27 Core Strategy Document http://www.leicester.gov.uk/your-council-services/ep/planning/plansandguidance/ldf/ldfcore-strategy/

28 Low Carbon Transition Plan Analytical Annex http://www.decc.gov.uk/assets/decc/White%20Papers/UK%20Low%20Carbon%20Transition%20Plan%20WP09/1_20090727143501_e_@@_uklctpanalysis.PDF

New	Walk
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The city has 3 Park and Ride sites operating and 
up until the 2008 recession bus patronage was 
growing rapidly. The Hospital Trusts have set up the 
Hospital Hopper service which has been covering 
all	 the	UHL	NHS	Partnership	Trusts	 in	 the	city	and	
has resulted in a 9% swing in hospital staff making 
a switch from using their cars to using the Hopper.    

Many large organisations are operating Travel Plans 
for their staff including The University of Leicester 
and	De	Montfort	University,	UHL	NHS	Trust,	Primary	
Care Trusts, Highcross Leicester, Leicester Tigers, 
Leicester and Gateway Colleges, Pepsi Co, Bradgate 
and Charnwood Bakeries, Leicester Speedway, 
Curve, Pick Everard, Shoezone, Leicester Probation 
Service, and The Dental Academy.

Pepsi Co, Leicester Speedway, Charnwood and 
Bradgate Bakery and Beaumont Leys Shopping 
Centre are all part of an Area Wide Travel Plan 
and have negotiated with First Bus to increase the 
frequency of buses at shift starts and finishes, are 
working together to undertake an area wide parking 
management plan and are setting up a shared 
shuttle bus scheme linking the area with Birstall Park 
and Ride.

Park and Ride Service Leicester City’s refurbished Bike Park

Leicester City Council’s Greener Driver Training 
programme promotes behaviour change
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Milestones 2015

M8 To have increased bus patronage to 43 million for the Central Leicestershire area
M9 To be promoting research and action into alternatively fuelled vehicles
M10 To have reduced the number of “single occupancy” vehicles commuting into the 

city to less than 50%
M11 To have halved street lighting emissions to around 5,000 tonnes C02, compared to 

the 2008/9 baseline figure 
M12 To have 70 businesses using travel plans within the Central Transport Zone

Concessionary fares have moved onto a SMART 
card system for the three major bus companies, 
making it easier for people to use public transport 
across the city

Biffa have recently replaced their fleet of refuse 
collection vehicles. This modernisation should bring 
substantial reductions in fuel use and therefore 
carbon emissions. The University of Leicester have 
replaced some of their fleet cars with electric cars 
and low emission cars and are now looking at 
using electric hire cars as part of their fleet.

De	Montfort	University,	in	partnership	with	Natural	
England and the University of Michigan (USA) are 
evaluating the well-being benefits of walking in 
different types of environments. Results of this study 
will help to inform travel planning in Leicester29.

29 The study forms part of the 4M collaborative research consortium among four universities http://www.4mfootprint.org/

An electric vehicle charge point in Leicester’s 
Highcross car park
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Resources
In our plan we are seeking to include carbon 
reduction from activities over which we have less 
direct control such as waste disposal, procurement 
and food. Such activities generate indirect emissions 
in other geographical regions or countries as a 
result of our activities within Leicester. These indirect 
emissions are known as “scope 3” emissions30. We 
are asking individuals and organisations to consider 
the following measures:

•	 Work	with	their	suppliers	to	reduce	their	carbon	
emissions

•	 Procure	 local	 and	 seasonal	 food	 or	 grow	 their	
own

•	 Manage	 waste	 in	 a	 way	 that	 reduces	 carbon	
emissions

•	 Plant	 trees	and	manage	green	space	 in	a	way	
that contributes to the city’s ability to store carbon.

What we are doing 
already…
Many of the organisations who have pledged 
their support to the plan are actively managing 
their supply chains to reduce carbon. De Montfort 
University have calculated that approximately a third 
of their carbon footprint comes from procurement 
activities31.

In 2011 a new orange bag recycling scheme was 
rolled out to households in the city which accepts a 
much wider range of materials than were previously 
accepted. It has resulted in an additional saving of 
5,000 tonnes C02, through waste being diverted 
from landfill.

But household waste is just one of the waste streams 
in Leicester. Many organisations have committed 
to reduce raw materials and packaging whilst 
using more recycled materials in the manufacturing 
process. For example, Leicester College estimates 
that 80% of its waste was recycled in 2010 - 201132. 

30 Definition of scope 3 emissions http://www.carbontrust.com/news/2011/11/indirect-carbon-emissions-and-why-they-matter

31 DMU Carbon Footprint http://www.dmu.ac.uk/about-dmu/dmu-estate/energy/carbon-management.aspx

32 Leicester College Sustainability http://www.leicestercollege.ac.uk/about-us/sustainability

Orange Bag Recycling Scheme
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The 4M33 consortium of universities has been 
investigating how much carbon dioxide is stored in 
urban vegetation and soils in Leicester and has found 
this to be significantly greater than was expected, 
with an estimated 200,000 tonnes of carbon stored 
within the above-ground vegetation of Leicester. 
More than 90% of this is associated with trees rather 
than other types of vegetation which highlights the 
importance of maintaining a healthy mature tree 
canopy in the city. The 10,000 Trees project saw 
over 10,000 new trees planted across Leicester from 
2007 until Spring 201134.

Allotment provision in Leicester is one of the best 
in the UK, with over 3000 plots available, but 
there is still a waiting list of some 200 people 
who want the opportunity to grow their own food. 
Groundwork Leicester and Leicestershire35 support 
allotments through the Allotments for All project 
and provide training and demonstration events at 
the Ecohouse. The Saffron Acres Project36 works on 
four acres of allotment land and grows vegetables 
as well as encouraging healthy eating in the Saffron 
area. De Montfort University and the University of 
Michigan (USA) are researching the impact of this 
project for individual and community well-being and 
sustainability.

Milestones 2015

M13 To be working towards a higher household waste recycling target 
M14  To be investigating ways of reducing business and industry waste and improving 

material and energy efficiency 
M15 To have increased land under food production in the city
M16 To have a Leicester Tree Strategy in place to manage the city’s tree canopy

33 4M Project http://www.4mfootprint.org/

34 10,000 Trees http://www.leicester.gov.uk/your-council-services/lc/parks-green-spaces/trees/

35 Groundwork Leicester & Leicestershire http://www.eastmidlands.groundwork.org.uk/leicester--leicestershire/what-we-do.aspx

36 Saffron Acres Project http://www.srcentre.org.uk/saffronacresproject.html

The Leicester Ecohouse, Groundwork Leicester & 
Leicestershire
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Preparing for the Impacts of Climate  
Change – Flooding, Heat & Drought

Climate change adaptation is the anticipation of 
and preparation for, key impacts of climate change 
across the city, including our responses to flooding, 
heat and drought.  As climate change is already 
affecting the way that we live there is a need to 
make our urban environment more resilient and 
plan activities for changes ahead. In 2009 work 
was done to identify Leicester’s key vulnerabilities 
to severe weather and to help highlight what future 
climate change could mean for us37. Impacts of 
severe weather events between 2000 and 2008 
cost Leicester in the region of £3.56 million. 

Flooding emerged as a key potential effect of climate 
change which could have a massive effect on the city. 
Leicester is one of ten areas in England identified as 
being at high risk of surface water flooding38, with 
an estimated 15,200 properties at risk. Much of the 
work around adaptation centres on this risk, but we 
are also developing responses to heat and drought 
through our work with key partners in the city.

What we are doing 
already…
Leicester City Council developed it’s first Climate 
Change Adaptation Action plan in 200839. A Climate 
Change Supplementary Planning document40 was 
also created as part of the city’s Local Development 
Framework to guide developers on suitable 
adaptive actions and launched in January 2011. 
The council have also begun an exercise mapping 
the resilience of its building stock. In 2010, building 
on our experience of identifying risks associated 
with climate change, the City Council started work 
with partners to consider their own responses to our 
changing climate and adaptive actions, increasing 
the City’s resilience to climate change.

37 Local Climate Impact Programme Study  http://www.leicester.gov.uk/your-council-services/ep/the-environment/climate-change/adapting-to-climate-change/

38 http://www.leicester.gov.uk/your-council-services/ep/the-environment/flood-risk-management/flood-risk-studies/

39 Leicester’s Adaptation Action Plan http://www.leicester.gov.uk/your-council-services/ep/the-environment/climate-change/adapting-to-climate-change/

40 Climate Change Supplementary Planning Document  http://www.leicester.gov.uk/your-council-services/ep/planning/plansandguidance/ldf/spd/climate-change-spd/

41 Adaptation Conference held in 2009 http://news.leicester.gov.uk/newsArchiveDetail.aspx?Id=x9037

Local flooding on London Road

Leicester City Council’s Climate Change Adaptation 
Action Plan
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Fig 2: 1-1000yr pluvial flood risk outline and topography of the City of Leicester.

The City Council acts as a resource and uses 
its influence to raise awareness of the issues of 
adaptation amongst businesses, organisations and 
individuals	 across	 the	 city.	 Numerous	 information	
sharing events41 have been organised allowing 
hundreds of key partners to understand more 
about the specific risks and issues associated with 
preparing for climate change.

The City Council is the Lead Local Flood Authority 
for the area and has prepared a Surface Water 
Management Plan (SWMP) for the city, combined 
with the production of an updated Strategic Flood 
Risk Assessment. This has involved partnerships 
with the Environment Agency, Severn Trent Water 
and neighbouring Local Authorities. The SWMP 
process has identified those areas in the City more 
susceptible to flooding and this data is playing 
an important role in the development of our Local 
Flood Risk Management Strategy. The SWMP has 
produced flood risk and hazard mapping enabling 
the City to comply with the requirements of the 
Flood Risk Regulations (2009). Detailed analysis of 
flood risk areas has also commenced and outline 
mitigation measures are now being established.

42 EPSRC EP/F036442/1 http://www.iesd.dmu.ac.uk/crew/about.php

43 Web based retrofit toolkit www.iesd.dmu.ac.uk/crew
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Milestones 2015

M17 To be implementing a flood risk management strategy and an agreed programme 
of flood risk management projects

M18 To have wider community awareness and improved understanding of the impact 
of climate change in Leicester

Both De Montfort and Leicester Universities have 
been conducting research into issues relating to 
adaptation. In recent research42 conducted at  
De Montfort University,  dynamic thermal simulation 
was used to assess the effect of selected passive 
adaptations on dwelling overheating during a heat 
wave period and on annual heating energy use. This 
research43 has highlighted important implications 
for some types of energy reduction measures. For 
example, external solid wall insulation generally 
results in lower overheating than internal wall 
insulation.

Figure 3: Relative Heat Risk Map for the 
City of Leicester (100m resolution). Lower 
values are indicative of lower temperatures 
and higher values are indicative of higher 
temperatures. Adapting to Changing 
Environments Centre, University of 
Leicester.

Leicester will become increasingly vulnerable to 
extreme weather events
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Engagement and Communication across Leicester
This section considers how best to engage with, 
and encourage city residents to participate in 
changing behaviour and making it easier to adopt 
a low carbon lifestyle. The challenge of climate 
change and the enormity of the changes required 
to achieve a 50% reduction in CO2 levels mean 
that the engagement of all stakeholders in the city 
is critical.  Partners in Leicester have been involved 
in engaging and working with local communities 
on a range of issues associated with carbon 
reduction and climate change adaptation over  
the last two decades. 

What we are doing 
already…
Partners have undertaken a huge range of 
campaigns and initiatives to influence and change 
people’s behaviour in Leicester.  Here is a sample of 
the types of work currently being undertaken.

Raising	awareness

Leicester’s Green Light Festival44, a partnership 
between Transition Leicester and Groundwork, has 
provided a focus for showcasing all things green in 
the city and highlighting the huge range of activity 
taking place.

The Climate Change Trail45 is an interactive 
experience which allows residents to explore the 
subject of climate change in a fun and informative 
way at Watermead Park.

Footpaths46 is a Transition Leicester project which 
supports people to run small community carbon 
reduction groups. De Montfort University has been 
working in partnership with Transition Leicester to 
evaluate this programme.

“Comedy in the Dark”47 at Leicester Comedy Festival, 
the UK’s biggest, has promoted issues to audiences 
and supported comedy venues to reduce carbon.

“Engage” project is encouraging individuals and 
stakeholders to pledge their action for carbon 
reduction as part of Leicester’s commitment to the 
European Covenant of Mayors Action plan48. 

44 Green Light Festival http://greenlightfestival.org/

45 Climate Change Trail http://www.leicester.gov.uk/your-council-services/lc/parks-green-spaces/main-parks/watermead-country-park-south/climate-trail/

46 Footpaths, Transition Leicester http://transitionleicester.org.uk/projects/footpaths/

47 Comedy in the Dark http://news.bbc.co.uk/local/leicester/hi/people_and_places/arts_and_culture/newsid_8887000/8887801.stm

48 http://www.citiesengage.eu/city_detail_16.html

49 Green Hats Volunteers Scheme http://www.leicester.gov.uk/your-council-services/lc/parks-green-spaces/park-force-volunteers/green-hat-volunteers/

50 The Big Tree Plant http://www.groundwork.org.uk/what-we-do/major-initiatives/the-big-tree-plant.aspx

Green Light Festival at De Montfort University Watermead Park Climate Trail
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Milestones 2015

M19 To be delivering a partnership communications programme on climate change

Greenspace

Green Hats Volunteer scheme in parks, trains 
volunteers to lead others in clean up and planting 
days49.

Bioblitz annual campaign in partnership with 
Groundwork, records wildlife on various city sites. 

City Environment Days are a partnership between 
the City Council and Groundwork to enhance nature 
conservation on nature reserves.

The Big Tree Plant is being organised by Groundwork 
and Leicester City Council50.  

Transport

Skyride and Ride Leicester offer residents 
opportunities to cycle on safe traffic free roads and 
participate in events for cycling51.

Bikeability training for school children and adults, 
trained 1768 school children in basic cycling 
proficiency last year52.

The Starwalker scheme encourages children to walk 
to school53.

Waste

The Orange Bag scheme is promoted to households 
across the city54.

51 http://www.goskyride.com/leicester

52 Bikeability  http://www.leicester.gov.uk/your-council-services/transport-traffic/transportpolicy/sustainable-team-homepage/cycle-city/cycle-training/

53 http://www.leicester.gov.uk/your-council-services/transport-traffic/transportpolicy/sustainable-team-homepage/walking-in-leicester/walking-bus/

54 Orange bag scheme http://www.leicester.gov.uk/orangebags/

The “Engage” project Green Hats Volunteer scheme will encourage tree 
planting
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Table of Milestones and Early Actions Lead Partner Organisation Contact	Name

Local	Low	Carbon	Energy	Generation

M1 To	be	generating	5	megawatts	of	electricity	from	the	Leicester	District	
Energy	Scheme

Cofely	District	Energy	
(with	Leicester	City	

Council)

Ian	Forsyth

Leicester District Energy Scheme to go live in 2012 Cofely District Energy (with 
Leicester City Council)

Ian Forsyth

Support connections to CHP schemes through Planning Policy Leicester City Council Mike Richardson

Secure funding opportunities to support further connections to CHP Env Experts Group Paul Fleming

Decarbonise the energy source from CHP Cofely Ian Forsyth

Research the practicalities of delivering a step-change in magnitude of CHP by 2025 De Montfort University Paul Fleming

Investigate working jointly with County Council to create a consortium for sustainable, affordable biomass 
purchase

Env Experts Group Paul Fleming

Undertake detailed study of biomass potential in and around the city Env Experts Group Paul Fleming

M2 To	have	delivered	design	targets	for	carbon	dioxide	emissions	in	the	
Building	Schools	for	the	Future	Programme

Leicester	Miller	Education	
Company

Kevin	Hewitt

Design targets to be agreed for schools in the remainder of the Building	Schools	for	the	Future	
Programme to deliver energy resilient and low carbon schools. 

Leicester City Council and 
LMEC

David Martin

Progress towards design targets to be monitored at all key stages Leicester City Council David Martin

Continue to require energy resilient and low carbon development through Leicester Planning Policy Leicester City Council Mike Richardson

Develop framework for delivering energy resilient and low carbon schools post occupancy Leicester City Council David Martin

Table of  Milestones and Actions for 2015
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Table of Milestones and Early Actions Lead Partner Organisation Contact	Name

Organisations

M3 To	have	held	a	Low	Carbon	Summit	for	Leicester’s	business	community City Partnership Economic development 
Environment Team & Energy 

Agency

Establish low carbon business network for mutual support and exchange of good practice Leicester City Council, 
City Partnership & LLEP

City Partnership

Investigate ways of reducing business waste and improving efficiency Env Experts Group Paul Fleming

Leicester Energy Agency to complete the European funded programme of grants and advice to small and 
medium sized enterprises to install renewable measures and improve energy efficiency.

Leicester  Energy Agency Nick	Morris

Encourage more organisations to pledge their support to Leicester’s Low Carbon Action Plan Leicester City Council Env Team

M4 To	have	an	established	Business	Green	Deal	partnership	delivering	
energy	improvements	to	business

LLEP, City Partnership,  
Env Experts Group 

Leicester City Council

Nick Morris

Strengthen the environmental	technologies	sector in Leicester through developing measures in the 
Leicester and Leicestershire Economic Growth Plan

LLEP Mandip Rai

Develop actions in the Leicester Economic Action Plan to accelerate employment opportunities in the green	
economy and to assist industry to reduce carbon and become more resilient to the effects of climate 
change

Leicester City Council Mike Dalzell

M5 To	have	used	our	collective	influence	to	facilitate	the	SMART	grid	across	
the	city	

Env Experts Group Paul Fleming

Research and promote the establishment of smart grids to improve energy efficiency and increased use of 
renewable energy

De Montfort University Institute of Energy and 
Sustainable Development 

(Rupert Gammon)

Include SMART metering in social housing contracts as they come up for renewal Leicester Housing Association Emily Braham

Work with energy utility companies to encourage rapid roll-out of SMART meters in Leicester Env Experts Group Paul Fleming
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Table of Milestones and Early Actions Lead Partner Organisation Contact	Name

Domestic

M6 To	have	an	established	and	active	Green	Deal	partnership	that	will	be	
delivering	improvements	to	home	energy

Leicester City Council Nick Morris

Hold Leicester Conference to promote the findings of the 4M Universities study 4M Consortium (led by 
Loughborough University)

Kevin Lomas

Prepare an area of Leicester to be ready for the government’s Green Deal initiative under the Square Mile 
project

De Montfort University / 
Leicester City Council

Paul Fleming

Undertake procurement exercise to establish Green Deal partnership Leicester City Council Nick	Morris

Continue with solid wall insulation programmes Leicester City Council Nick	Morris

M7 To	have	homes	built	at	Ashton	Green	as	a	minimum	to	the	government’s		
code	level	4	for	carbon	emissions,	with	some	exemplar	properties	built	
to	considerably	higher	standards

Leicester City Council Andrew Smith

Complete a carbon reduction strategy for new area of housing at Ashton Green  Leicester City Council Geoff Mee

Continue to require energy resilient and low carbon development through Leicester Planning Policy Leicester City Council Mike Richardson

Progress towards design targets to be monitored at all key stages Leicester City Council  
Carbon Priority Board

Geoff Mee
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Table of Milestones and Early Actions Lead Partner Organisation Contact	Name

Transport

M8 To	have	increased	bus	patronage	to	43	million	for	the	central	
Leicestershire	area

Leicester City Council Mark Wills

Work with Arriva, Centrebus and First bus companies to provide inter-operator ticketing using the SMART 
system

Leicester City Council Mark Wills

Start the programme of improving the Aylestone Road/Lutterworth Road corridor for buses through  
£2.56m of Better Bus Area Funding to compliment joint city/county funding of £2.5m. 

Leicester City Council Mark Wills

Develop plans for refurbishment and expansion of the Haymarket Bus Station  Leicester City Council Gary Scott

M9 To	be	promoting	research	and	action	in	to	alternatively	fuelled	vehicles De Montfort University 
Environmental Experts Group

Institute of Energy and 
Sustainable Development 

(Rupert Gammon)

Leicester Bus Emissions Study (LBEST) Leicester City Council Mark Wills

Plugged in Places, have 30 electric charging points in and around the city by 2015 Leicester City Council Satish Shah

M10 To	have	reduced	the	number	of	“single	occupancy”	vehicles	commuting	
into	the	city	to	less	than	50%

Leicester City Council Mark Wills

Developing the business case for the city-wide bike hire scheme Leicester City Council Mark Wills

Continue to promote the car share scheme Leicester City Council Mark Wills

Deliver Fit for Business, a project to encourage people to travel to work by low carbon and active 
transport.  This is developed through 3 ways: supporting businesses to deliver cycle training, car sharing 
etc, supporting the local community to walk and cycle and use public transport and creating lasting legacy 
by training providers and agencies to get people to walk and cycle and do bike maintenance

Leicester City Council Mark Wills
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Table of Milestones and Early Actions Lead Partner Organisation Contact	Name

Transport	(Continued)

M11 To	have	halved	street	lighting	emissions	to	around	5,000	tonnes	CO2,	
compared	to	the	2008/9	baseline	figure

Leicester City Council Satish Shah

Developing street lighting Central Management System and traffic signal replacement programme Leicester City Council Satish Shah

M12 To	have	70	businesses	using	travel	plans	within	the	central	transport	
zone

Leicester City Council Mark Wills

Deliver Fit for Business, a project to encourage people to travel to work by low carbon and active 
transport.  This is developed through 3 ways: supporting businesses to deliver cycle training, car sharing 
etc, supporting the local community to walk and cycle and use public transport and creating lasting legacy 
by training providers and agencies to get people to walk and cycle and do bike maintenance

Leicester City Council Mark Wills

Complete Ashton Green ‘overarching’ Travel Plan by March 2013 (Phase 1) Leicester City Council Mark Wills

Complete Beaumont Leys Area Wide Travel Plan by March 2013 Leicester City Council Mark Wills

Complete John Sandford Sports Complex (Duns Lane) Travel Plan and Events Travel Plan by August 2012  Leicester City Council Mark Wills

Complete Troon Way/Melton Road Sainsbury to overarching Travel Plan and Area Wide Travel Plan by 
March 2013 

Leicester City Council Mark Wills
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Table of Milestones and Early Actions Lead Partner Organisation Contact	Name

Resources

M13 To	be	working	towards	a	higher	household	waste	recycling	target Leicester City Council 
Biffa

Steve Weston  
Kyrone Dodd

Achieve existing 48% household waste recycling target by 2012 Leicester City Council / Biffa Steve Weston 
Kyrone Dodd

LCC and Biffa to agree new target for 2025 Leicester City Council / Biffa Steve Weston 
Kyrone Dodd

M14 To	be	investigating	ways	of	reducing	business	and	industry	waste	and	
improving	material	and	energy	efficiency

Environmental Experts Group Paul Fleming

Reduce foodwaste to landfill through FareShare project 
Increase numbers of volunteers & community members, deliver training and establish a full depot facility

FareShare Leicester Peter Yates

Groundwork Leicester and Leicestershire to collect and recycle waste from businesses through Recycling 
Solutions

Groundwork Leicester and 
Leicestershire

Alan Diggles
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Table of Milestones and Early Actions Lead Partner Organisation Contact	Name

Resources	(Continued)

M15 To	have	increased	land	under	food	production	in	the	city Local Food Group Anna Dodd 
Carol Brass 

Establish Local Food Group and develop Local Food & Drink Charter Leicester City Council Anna Dodd 
Carol Brass

Support bee populations by choice of appropriate annual bedding plants, and by changing the grassland 
management regime of selected sites in line with the grassland strategy

Leicester City Council Stewart Doughty

Run a community project to sow a hectare of land with plants to support the local bee population Leicester City Council Stewart Doughty

Research people’s attitude to the potential to grow food in Leicester De Montfort University Institute of Energy and 
Sustainable Development

Research awareness of local food in Leicester University of Leicester Jennifer Smith Maguire

Develop apprenticeship local food project Leicester City Council Bob Mullins

Bring unused allotment plots into cultivation Leicester City Council 
Groundwork Leicester and 

Leicestershire

Tony Maxfield

Support community food growing projects Leicester City Council 
Groundwork Leicester and 

Leicestershire 
Saffron Acres Project

Bob Mullins 
Alan Diggles 
Sarah Field

Open up further areas of land to community growing space at the Saffron Acres Project Saffron Acres Project Sarah Field

M16 To	have	a	Leicester	Tree	Strategy	in	place	to	manage	the	city’s	tree	
canopy	

Leicester City Council Alan d’Albe

Present findings from 4M university research 4M Consortium (led by 
Loughborough University

Kevin Lomas

Identify opportunities  for tree planting relating to adaptation risk areas Leicester City Council Alan d’Albe

Develop tree strategy with partners for approval by Carbon Priority Board Leicester City Council Alan d’Albe

Complete 3,000 Big Tree Plant Leicester City Council Bob Mullins
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Table of Milestones and Early Actions Lead Partner Organisation Contact	Name

Preparing	for	the	Impact	of	Climate	Change	–	Flooding,	Heat	and	Drought

M17 To	be	implementing	a	flood	risk	management	strategy	and	an	agreed	
programme	of	flood	risk	management	projects

Leicester City Council Martin  Fletcher

Use the findings of the Surface Water Management Plan to inform development of a Local Flood Risk 
Management Strategy

Leicester City Council Martin Fletcher

Prepare developer guidance to demonstrate the principles of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDs) Leicester City Council Mike Richardson

Investigate the setting of reduction targets for local run-off Leicester City Council Martin Fletcher

Securing funding to deliver actions and additional activities that have been identified through the Surface 
Water Management Plan 

Leicester City Council Martin Fletcher

Undertake risk surveys for potential impacts on all council buildings Leicester City Council Anna Dodd/Carol Brass

M18 To	have	a	wider	community	awareness	and	improved	understanding	of	
the	impact	of	climate	change	in	Leicester

Leicester City Council Martin  Fletcher

Develop Community Engagement Plans Leicester City Council Martin Fletcher

Create clear guidance for all key development sites for adaptation risks and opportunities Leicester City Council Anna Dodd/Carol Brass

Use real time data to check the predictions on Urban Heat Island data with Leicester University University of Leicester 
Leicester City Council

Claire Smith 
Anna Dodd/Carol Brass

Investigate creation of a city wide water management plan with partners Leicester City Council Anna Dodd/Carol Brass

Engagement	and	Communication	across	Leicester

M19 To	be	delivering	a	partnership	communications	programme	on	climate	
change	

Create a Climate Change Communications Partnership to bid for funding for city wide behavioural change 
campaigns

Environmental Experts Group Paul Fleming

Develop and integrate a programme of evaluation to “test and learn” about the impacts of key initiatives De Montfort University with  
City Partnership

Institute of Energy and 
Sustainable Development
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Organisations and individuals are invited to get more involved and to 
pledge their support to this plan by following the online links below or by 
contacting the Environment Team at Leicester City Council.

Further information in support of this document, is contained in ‘Climate 
Change - Leicester’s Programme of Action’ (September 2012) and Road 
Map of Activities (August 2011) 

Tel: 0116 252 7328

Email: environment@leicester.gov.uk

Greener Leicester website: www.leicester.gov.uk/your-council-
services/ep/the-environment/greener-leicester/

Facebook:  
www.facebook.com/greenerleicester

Twitter:  
twitter.com/greenerleic

Find out more about how you 
can join us

Here are some of the things our partners 
have said... 

“The	National	Space	Centre	is	committed	to	the	City’s	Carbon	Action	Plan.		As	
a charity it is vital for us to consider all cost saving exercises we can, but as an 
organisation looking down on the Earth from space it is imperative that we do 
all we can to keep it alive for the future of mankind.” 

Graham Law, The National Space Centre

“Leicestershire Chamber of Commerce is delighted to sign the Carbon reduction 
pledge and we look forward to playing our part in this important programme. 
We believe that environmental issues should be integral to how we manage our 
organisation”.

Simon Palmer, Leicestershire Chamber of Commerce

Cofely District Energy is delighted to be an integral and vital part of the City’s 
Low Carbon Action Plan, bringing into operation in 2012 the six district 
energy schemes across the City. We plan to work with the City Council and all 
stakeholders over the coming years to ensure that their growth is maximised and 
the benefits of low carbon district energy can be delivered, not just in the City 
Centre but throughout the City.

Simon Woodward, Cofely District Energy

“Our business is founded on maximising the reuse, recycling and resource 
recovery of all the waste that we handle on behalf of our customers. Because 
of this we have set ourselves the ambitious target of improving recycling and 
resource recovery activities by 15% by 2015. From our proactive actions we 
have saved 50,000 tonnes of CO2e so far and with our operations now active 
in the City of Leicester we hope to build on this in 2012.” 

Paul Gunn, Wastecycle Ltd.
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